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NCH has provided quality full-service 
solutions to customers since 1919. 

NCH keeps businesses functioning steadily 
and efficiently while protecting their 
investments with an extensive range of 
premium maintenance solutions.

AbSORBENTS

Q-SORB GENERAL PUR-
POSE PADS Mat pads control spill and overspray to help keep floors dry and safe.
CLEANERS
CHEMSEARCH CONCEN-
TRATE Universal cleaner and degreaser for any washable surface.
ND 150 MY Heavy duty water soluable industrial solvent.

ND-150
Industrial Solvent that Penetrates,  Emulsifies And Lifts Off Grease, Oil, Wax, Carbon, Inks, Crayon & 
Mildew.

ND-150 RTU Penetrating emulsifier that lifts grease and grime to the surface.

ND-165
Water Soluble Cleaner & Degreaser.  Industrial Strength Food Grade Cleaning Agent. Free Rinsing And 
Non-Flammable.

CLEAR BLOCKAGE, ACIDS
BANISH Advanced urinal liquid corrective treatment.
CORROSION
CHELADE Polymeric Rust converter. Minimal surface preparation needed, halts rust and retards future rusting.
ETCH-KLENZ To penetrate and remove rust and reduce the occurrence of flash rusting with treatment.
EXZE WAY PLUS AEROSOL Non flammable heavy duty penetrant and release agent.

MEGA METAL STAINLESS 
STEEL Protect surface from corrosion due to weather, salt and chemicals.
RESIST-X PLUS Anti corrosion treatment to provide long-term indoor storage protection up to 6 months.

RUSTORE
Heavy duty protective coating for metal surfaces – it protects ferrous and nonferrous metal from rust, 
dust & corrosion. 

SALVAGE II Rust encapsulator tat prevents further damage and seals out moisture.

SALVAGE II PLUS
Rust encapsulator, primer and top coat all in one. Stop rust in it’s tracks in a single coat and provides a 
hardwearing chip resistant top coat.

STAY PUT Stainless steel coating. 

X-RUST 7
Removes tarnish and rust from carbon  steel, mild steel and cast iron and other  metals. Not rinsing 
required and has neutral PH.

X-RUST 7 GEL Neutral pH rust remover for metals. Gel formulated to cling to vertical surfaces.
DESCALING
BREX CONCENTRATE Chemical cleaner for lime deposits, rust, scale, stains, mineral sediments and scum.
DEOX Cleaner and descaling agent.
ELECTRICAL
CLEAR GUARD AEROSOL Rubberized coating spray.
LEXITE NF AEROSOL Non-flammable cleaner & degreaser to clean electrical equipment without fear of fire or shorting.
LEXPURE Industrial electronic & electrical equipment cleaner.
NC-123 PLUS Demoisturizing, anti-corrosion compound for electrical equipment.

NC-123 PLUS AEROSOL
Demoisturizing, anti-corrosion compound for electrical equipment. Can be applied to wet or dry 
surfaces.

SS 25 NC Electric & mechanical solvent degreaser.
SS 25 Non-chlorinated electrical & mechanical solvent degreaser.
SS-80 PLUS AEROSOL Electric motor and machinery cleaner to clean and degrease in-place running electric motors.
SUPER CHEMSOLV Environmental safety electrical & mechanical solvent degreaser.
VOLTZ & VOLTZ AEROSOL Super safety solvent - natural ingredients that give superios cleaning power.
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Our research and development chemists 
are constantly pushing the limits 
and exploring new technologies and 
innovations, all focused on our customer 
needs. 
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EQUIPMENT
TORRENT Powerful water-based parts cleaner.
FLEET
AEROCLEAN Liquid cleaner for aircraft exteriors.
FULLBACK Heavy duty degreaser and tar remover.
FOOD GRADE Stainless steel coating. Stainless steel flakes dispersed in a spray resin.
ACCEL AEROSOL Food grade silicone lubricant and release agent. 
LOK CEASE High temperature & heavy duty anti seize compound.
PUREPLEX WITH OMNISTALMulti-purpose, heavy load, extreme pressure, high temperature grease.
GLASS
AR-19 AEROSOL Cleaner and protective coating to form an invisible, long-lasting protective shield.
GREASE
PREMALUBE BLACK Heavy duty grease specifically formulated for industrial equipment.
PREMALUBE RED Multi-purpose, heavy load, extreme pressure, high temperature grease.
HOOD DUCT
SOOT AWAY Heavy duty smokehouse cleaner that effectively penetrates and dissolves baked on soils.
HVAC
CHILL CLEAN EF Indoor non-rinsing coil cleaner

FAST ACT II
Air conditioning drip pan microbiocide to control fouling and inhibits the growth of slime forming and 
odor causing bacteria.

SHINY SIDE
Non-acidic aluminum cleaner and brighter to drive out embedded grime and oxides from aluminum 
fins. 

SHINY SIDE R.T.U
Non-acidic aluminum cleaner and brighter to drive out embedded grime and oxides from aluminum 
fins. (READY TO USE)

HYGIENE

ENVIROSAN ADVANCED 
AEROSOL General purpose disinfectant/ deodorant.
ESCAPE Concentrated deodorizer for long lasting odour control. (Can last up to 24 hours)
EVERBRITE CITRUS Cleaning disinfectant that sanitizes and deodorizes.

EVERBRITE PLUS 
Cleaner disinfectant sanitizer (Tip: To sanitize food processing equipment with no potable rinse re-
quired on food contact surfaces)

PROMINE ULTRA General purpose disinfectant/ deodorant.
SWOOP Concentrated liquid skin cleaner and conditioner with lanolin.
ODOR Vertical & overhead masonry and concrete repair compound.
ESCAPE Concentrated deodorizer for long lasting odour control. (Can last up to 24 hours)
PROMINE ULTRA General purpose disinfectant/ deodorant.
OTHERS

GREEN PENETRATING 
THREADLOCKER Seals pre-assembled threaded fasteners.

RED HEAVY DUTY THREAD-
LOCKER Adhensive/ Sealant for studs and bolts.
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We pride ourselves on ensuring our 
products meet the highest standard and 
are environmentally responsible.
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PARTS

CHEMSTRIP
Heavy duty industrial paint and rubber stripper. Quick and easy removal of paint, decals, coatings and 
adhesives.  

CHEMSTRIP EC Environmentally friendly paint stripper.
CTD PLUS Cold tank degreaser to remove paint and carbon deposits effectively without heat and agitation.
PR 120 PAINT REMOVER Heavy duty paint and gasket remover.
REPAIR
AQUA STICK Underwater repair compound.

CRYOBIT
A range of premium grade cryogenically treated drill bits. Offering increased durability and life expen-
tanct, with many other performance enhancing features.

FLEXMASTER UV UV resistant adhesant.
HYDROCHEM Floor sealer and hardener.
MEGA CS CRUSH CERAMIC Superior surface repair and protection in one.
MEGA CUT A high performance threading and tapping compound.
MEGA PIPE REPAIR Easy pipe repair bandage.

MEGA STEEL POLYMER 
COMPOUND Trowelable steel-polymer compound.
DYNA STRETCH & SEAL Emergency pipe repair fusing tape.

MEGA SUPER-FAST EPOXY
A fast setting two part repair compound, that when mixed, produces an initial hard cure within 60 
seconds.

MEGA TECH BRUSH 
WHITE/ BLUE Brushable ceramic- filled water-resistant polymer coating.

MEGA THERM HI-TEMP 
COMPOUND 5# KIT Heat-resistant trowelable steel-polymer compound.

MEGA THERM POLYMER 
STICK TITANIUM Hi-temp titanium-filled polymer repair compound.
MEGA ZR 465613 Machinable and abrasion resistant polymer compound.
MEND COND Quick curing concrete patching and anchoring compound.
MM STEEL CRETE Industrial grade metallic patching compound.
QUICK CURE Steel-filled repair compound.
SKINTIGHT SILICONE BLUE Low volatile industrial sealant.
SKINTIGHT SILICONE RED High temperature industrial sealant.
SPAT STOP AEROSOL Anti-spatter spray.
WEAR FLEX QUICK MIX Quick and easy flexible repairs.

WEAR FLEX QUICK MIX 
SELF LEVELING Self-mixing polyurethane compounds.
WEAR FLEX RUBBER PRIM-
ER Self-mixing polyurethane compounds.
ROPE, CHAIN & CABLE
LUBREASE Penetrating chain and cable lubricant.
SPECIALTY
HOLD FAST PLUS AEROSOL Aerosol belt conditioner.
T-LUBE PLUS AEROSOL Dry lubricant and release agent with PTFE*



NCH has provided quality full-service 
solutions to customers since 1919. 
Perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error 
sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque 
laudantium, rem aperiam, eaque ipsa 
quae ab illo inventore.
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NCH Lubricants will eliminate downtime, 
keep your parts moving and provide 
superior protection with our range 
of specialty products and advanced 
technical skills.
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CLEANERS
ND-150 MY Heavy duty water soluble industrial solvent.

ND-150
Heavy duty water soluble industrial solvent. Penetrates, emulsifies and lifts grease and grime 
for easy wash-away.

ND-150 RTU Penetrating emulsifier that lifts grease and grime to the surface.
ND-165 Biodegradable water-soluble degreasing solvent.
CORROSION

EZE WAY PLUS 
AEROSOL

NON – FLAMMABLE PENETRANT & RELEASE AGENT, dissolves or loosens rust , corrosion and 
scale and prevents seizing. 

RESIST-X PLUS Anti corrosion treatment and battery protector.
ELECTRICAL
SS 25 NC Non-chlorinated safety solvent to clean and degrease electric motors and metallic surfaces.
SS-25 Industrial solvent to clean and degrease in-place running electric motors.
SS-80 PLUS AERO-
SOL Electric motor and machinery cleaner
EQUIPMENT
TORRENT SERVICE Revolutionary performance powerful water-based parts cleaning.
FOOD GRADE

ACCEL AEROSOL Multi-purpose, silicone lubricant and release agent aerosol.
LOK CEASE High temperature & heavy duty anti seize compound.
PUREPLEX WITH 
OMNISTAL Multi-purpose, heavy load, extreme pressure, high temperature grease.

FUEL

DIESEL MATE ALL 
SEASON

Diesel fuel improver to improve engine performance, lengthen equipment life, and reduce 
emissions.

GEAR OIL

CERTOP 80W90 Advanced performance multi-grade gear oil.
CERTOP 85W140 Advanced performance multi-grade gear oil.
GEAR-UP PLUS Premium gear and bearing oil improver.
GREASE

HEAT SHIELD Extreme temperature grease.
PREMALUBE BLACK Heavy duty grease specifically formulated for industrial equipment.
PREMALUBE EX-
TREME BLACK Extreme duty, multi-purpose, synthetic blend grease.
PREMALUBE RED Multi-purpose, heavy load, extreme pressure, high temperature grease.
PREMALUBE #0 Multi-purpose, heavy load, extreme pressure, high temperature grease.
PREMALUBE RED 
AEROSOL Aerosol aluminum-complex lubricant.
PREMALUBE 
XTREME BLACK #1 Extreme duty, multi-purpose, synthetic blend grease.
HYDRAULIC OIL
LUBRA-LIFT Patented, premium hydraulic oil improver.



NCH has provided quality full-service 
solutions to customers since 1919. 
Perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error 
sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque 
laudantium, rem aperiam, eaque ipsa 
quae ab illo inventore.

NCH Lubricants ensures that our products 
and services will reduce downtime, labor 
costs and parts replacements.

HYGIENE

SWOOP Liquid skin cleaner. Removes dirt, grime, ink and grease from hands and body. 
OTHER OILS
LUBEMASTER AF Premium automatic transmission fluid.

ROPE, CHAIN & 
CABLE
APEX EXTREME 
WIRE ROPE DRESS-
ING Non-asphaltic cable dressing.
CCX-77 Friction reducing wire rope & cable lubricants.
CHAINMASTER Synthetic extreme temperature chain & cable oil.
LUBREASE Pentrating chain and cable lubricant.

SPECIALTY
GEX AEROSOL Aerosol open-gear lubricant with MOLY-MX-9
HOLD FAST PLUS 
AEROSOL Aerosol belt-conditioner
SYSTEM PURGE Advanced technology flushing oil.
T-LUBE PLUS AERO-
SOL Dry lubricant and release agent with PTPE*

YIELD AEROSOL Aerosol penetrating release agent.
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NCH Wastewater offers a wide range of drain maintenance and wastewater treatment systems; from emergency drain 

clearance chemicals to patented revolutionary BioAmp systems that deliver significant improvements in wastewater 

quality. With over 50,000 global clients using our systems and over 95 years’ experience in the property maintenance 

industry our wastewater team will be able to solve your drain & wastewater management issues.

Our Wastewater product specialists can assess your requirements and recommend products or systems tailored to your 

specific needs. Whether you are looking to improve the quality of trade waste effluent, reduce odours or simply wish to 

keep the drains flowing NCH Wastewater has a solution to your needs.

Our clients include:

• International Hotels

• High profile food producers

• Oil refineries

• Golf courses

• Apartment managers

• Resort operators

• Building managers

• SME owners
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NCH has provided quality full-service 
solutions to customers since 1919. 

NCH keeps businesses functioning steadily 
and efficiently while protecting their 
investments with an extensive range of 
premium maintenance solutions.

NCH has provided quality full-service 
solutions to customers since 1919. NCH 
Wastewater leads the way in new product 
development, giving you the right 
solution for your waste water, drain and 
lift station maintenance needs.

CATEGORY PRODUCTS

BIOLOGICAL

DR ZYME Enzymatic odor controller and eliminator.

SUPER CHEMZYME IV PLUS Biological treatment – organic digester for grease breakdown and 
odor control.

CLEANERS
CHEMSEARCH CONCEN- Universal cleaner and degreaser for any washable surface.

ND-165 Biodegradable water-soluble degreasing solvent.

CLEAR BLOCKAGE, ACIDS BANISH Advanced urinal maintainer and descaler.

CLEAR BLOCKAGE, CAUSTICS ND-66 Advanced sewer and drain cleaner and opener.

DESCALING BREX CONCENTRATE Hydrochloric acid cleaner and descaler.

HOOD DUCT SOOT AWAY Heavy duty smokehouse cleaner - effectively penetrates and dissolves 
baked on soils.

HVAC
SHINY SIDE & SHINY SIDE RTU Non-acid aluminum coil cleaner and brightener.

HYGIENE

ENVIROSAN ADVANCED General purpose disinfectant/ deodorant.

EVERBRITE CITRUS Cleaning disinfectant that sanitizes and deodorizes.

EVERBRITE PLUS
Cleaner- disinfectant- sanitizer- deodorizer- fungicide- mildewstat- 
virucide.

ODOUR ESCAPE Concentrated liquid deodorizer.

PREVENT BLOCKAGE, 
SOLVENTS

CITRATECH DM Floating grease trap solvent and drain maintainer.

REMOVE SILTS DN DRAIN PRO Advanced treatment for long sloped drain and sewer lines.

PROGRAMS

FREEFLOW 25
Innovative micro biological dispensing system - digests fats, sugars 
and odor contributors in small drain systems.

FREEFLOW 100
Fully automated biological dispenser - a patented system that delivers 
live bacteria to drainage systems to digest fats and reduce odors.

BIOAMP – 750CCU

Biological waste water treatment program – patented, advanced 
biological program for treatment of drains, grease traps and 
wastewater. Suitable for outdoor locations.

BIOAMP - STAINLESS STEELBiological wastewater treatment program – patented, automated 
stainless steel, advanced biological delivery system for treatment of 
drains, grease traps and wastewater.

X ODOR
Biological odor suppression system - dispenses a mist of bacteria 
solution into areas with high odor levels.

SERVICES

DIAGNOSTICS
Provide pipe health condition study and leak detection through 
hydrostatic testing.

TRENCHLESS REPAIR Provide trenchless repair through cure in pipe process.



Contact us today to discover the advantages of a partnership with NCH
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1100 Lower Delta Road #03-02 
EPL Building, Singapore 169206

T +65 6743 9122 
E marketing.singapore@nch.com
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